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The financing difficulties (in the fight for longevity) are due to the desperation             

that almost all people have to put ageing out of their minds and pretend that it is                 

some kind of blessing in disguise, so that they can get on with their miserably               

short lives without being preoccupied by the terrible thing that awaits them. This             

attitude is psychologically understandable but morally inexcusable... Aubrey de         

Grey, the world's best-known and most active biogerontologist, Varsity         

(Cambridge University online journal). Interview, 27 April 2018. 
 

 

Theme of the month: The consequences of a world with negligible 

senescence 

 

 

This letter concerns the most likely      

and desirable social, economic and     

cultural consequences of a much     

longer healthy life. It is based on the        

hypothesis that a therapy that makes      

senescence mechanisms negligible is    

accessible at a modest price (a bit like        

the price of vaccines or an appendix       

operation today). It is also assumed that the technological and cultural           

environment is similar to ours. If this letter were a literary short story, it would               

be alternate history (what would the world be like if we didn't age today) rather               

than prospective, future history (what will the world be like if we don’t age in 30                

years’ time). 

This letter is deliberately positioned in expectation of positive developments.          

However a positive collective use of medical and social advances is not            

guaranteed. A society of ‘amortals’ and servile mortals is conceivable.          

Vaccination could have been used to protect soldiers invading artificially          

contaminated countries, organ transplantation could be done by executing poor          

people to give a better life to the rich, blood transfusion could be reserved for               

deserving workers to ‘boost’ their ability to work. However, all this is unlikely in a               

contemporary world where there is increasing respect for human life. 

https://www.varsity.co.uk/science/15317
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alternate_history


 

Here are the possible side effects of amortality in a world, after all, not so               

different from ours: 

Unintentional inequalities in the face of death are rare, longevity is           

accepted by religious representatives, but there are "Amish of longevity" 

Some imagine that a society where it is possible not to age would be divided into                

two camps: the moderns and traditionals. In fact nothing obliges the           

"traditionals" today to have electricity, running water, central heating, internet          

access and a smartphone. All this is radically "unnatural" and all this is very              

useful and has become or is becoming universally used. Nor do "traditional"            

people have to see a doctor when they are seriously ill, yet almost everyone              

does. There is no reason why the use of longevity therapy should have to be               

obligatory. In a world where longevity therapies are available, it is likely that             

they will be used by almost everyone with that slight sense of vertigo that we               

sometimes feel when we see a historical documentary or read a book from the              

past where everything was so different and, in many ways, atrocious. 

Religious representatives would not oppose it any more than they have opposed            

vaccinations, painless childbirth, organ donation etc. once it has become          

widespread. Of course, none of this is explicitly provided for in the sacred books,              

but none of it is explicitly prohibited either. The sacred books speak of the              

obligation of dying of old age, but what if it no longer existed? These books also                

say that the slave must obey his master. When death from old age no longer               

exists, when slavery no longer exists, we no longer need to submit to it. Equality               

and longevity are concepts for which great religions can easily find theological            

bases. 

However, there would probably be a few people who would like to continue to              

age. In societies with a democratic tradition, this diversity is not only            

manageable, it is desirable. The Amish of the eastern United States teach us             

many things about a population reducing access to certain technologies; people           

who wish to age when it is avoidable will teach us the social, health and moral                

consequences of an otherwise lost world. 

Much more investment in personal health and safety 

 

A human life has a price, even if that has to be couched in careful language so as                  

not to shock. There is even a technical term which is much-used for calculating              

it, known as QALYs for "quality-adjusted life years". It refers to the number of              

years a person has left to life, weighted according to quality of life. If aging               

becomes negligible, the financial value of a human life is multiplied by a factor of               

10 or more in a country like France (as compared to now). On the one hand, life                 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amish#Use_of_technology_by_different_Amish_affiliations
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quality-adjusted_life_year


expectancy would no longer be measured in decades but in centuries; on the             

other hand, the majority of incapacitating diseases (in particular Alzheimer's          

disease) would disappear or become exceptional.  

This means, in purely economic terms, that a human life is more valuable and              

that financial efforts to save lives are much more "profitable" economically. In            

other words, more money and energy would be invested to prevent road deaths,             

to limit accidents at work and domestic accidents and to prevent deaths in             

natural disasters because life would be more precious than ever. Some even            

argue that life will be too precious, that individuals would no longer dare take              

any risk. It is not unimaginable that some will feel restricted by safety measures,              

just as many citizens in the past have rejected speed limits on the road or               

fire-prevention measures. But the priority is to protect the community from the            

actions of a minority in a world in which technological progress is a source of               

social progress but also entails considerable risks. 

A lot more financing 

This letter assumes that longevity therapy will be inexpensive. The reasons for            

this are that a therapy applied to billions of people has a very low marginal cost                

per individual and that medical therapies of any kind are much more expensive             

to discover than to apply. Research is expensive, medical infrastructure is           

expensive, pharmaceutical companies and some medical professions are highly         

paid, but the products and therapies themselves have a very reasonable cost. 

Spending would be low while at the same time healthcare cost savings would be              

immense. Indeed, until now, the bulk of healthcare costs have been concentrated            

on treatments due to age-related diseases during the last years of life. In the              

hypothesis envisaged, this will only concern a small number of people. The            

savings will not only include healthcare as such but also a radical reduction in              

costs for retirement homes, support for the elderly, measures enabling families           

to care for suffering relatives etc. 

Some are concerned about a possible "ban on choosing to age" because of             

economic costs. In fact, given the considerable savings that would be made, the             

financial means freed up for those who would choose to continue aging would be              

considerable. These financial resources, in an otherwise unchanged world, would          

also free up millions of people who could devote themselves to other socially             

useful tasks such as assisting people in psychological difficulty. It would also            

allow for the organization of a real “culture of leisure” where citizens could have              

a good time with their “young” parents rather than feeling guilty about            

“abandoning” them during the holidays. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Global_catastrophic_risk#Anthropogenic


Life more precious psychologically 

To die is nothing, but to see others die, oh! to see people die... could be lines                 

from a song by Jacques Brel. The human being is the only living being aware of                

the inevitability of his or her end. We are confronted with our own finitude and               

that of all those we love, our children, our parents, our loved ones. We can only                

survive this situation psychologically by reserving for ourselves spaces of          

indifference. But we do not want or cannot let this indifference be seen by social               

convention or so as not to cause suffering to relatives. 

A much longer life would make this schizophrenic attitude avoidable or much            

rarer. The longer we live, the longer our loved-ones will live, the more we will be                

able to love and help each other. To better understand this more pleasant world,              

let us remember how much infants and young children were much less "precious"             

than today. It is not because our forefathers were unable to love their children              

that they became much less attached to them, but it is because the children very               

often did not survive. To become attached to them was to suffer too much.              

Today we love and respect each other much more than yesterday, but not             

enough. A world without senescence would be a world where we would be more              

human, more empathetic, more compassionate, more easily and for longer. 

Calmer, more fulfilling, less stressful life 

The human being lives at the same time as if he or she was going to live forever                  

and as if he or she was very soon going to die. Our behavior is often illogical.                 

Sometimes we burn the candle at both ends, sometimes we save as if we were               

going to live for centuries. A life without senescence will be calmer, more fulfilled              

and without emergencies due to our end and that of others. Some worry that              

couples will no longer be "for life" because life will be much longer. It still seems                

preferable to see a couple interrupted by a break-up than by the death of a               

partner, considering moreover that, already today, most couples do not last "for            

life". 

Children more wanted and less numerous 

We already know that a much longer life is closely linked to a reduction in the                

number of children per woman. Therapy against senescence would allow women           

fertility without time limit. This would most likely mean that women would have             

far fewer children in the short to medium term. 

https://www.paroles-musique.com/eng/Jacques_Brel-Vieillir-lyrics,p50058
https://www.paroles-musique.com/eng/Jacques_Brel-Vieillir-lyrics,p50058
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Infanticide#History
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2008/02/080215210722.htm
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2008/02/080215210722.htm


It would also mean that children would be more wanted and loved than ever              

before in human history. More loved because they are fewer, more loved because             

we will know we can live together longer. 

Conclusion 

Living better, longer and in good health: who would be against it? Almost             

nobody. Yet at the thought that we could live much better, much longer and              

much healthier lives, many worry. Why? Not because it is "unnatural", "evil",            

"immoral", but because the hope of a better future makes the reality of the              

present difficult to bear. Yet we must accept and enjoy the present until we can               

change it. And we must improve the human community, where possible, as            

thousands of generations have done before us. 

 

Good news of the month: European research budget is increasing 

and European Commissioner Carlos Moedas announces plans for 

"moonshot" health projects

 

Positive news in the area of research is multiplying, particularly in the area of              

health and involving public money. 

 

The European Commission has announced a research budget reaching 100 billion           

euros for the period 2021-2027, which is a major increase. 

Carlos Moedas, European Commissioner for Research, Innovation and Science,         

pointed out in particular the need for exciting "moonshot" type projects to spark             

Europeans' imagination about the future and encourage them to feel inspired           

rather than pessimistic. He gave Euronews as an example the will to cure             

Alzheimer's disease or to turn cancer into a chronic disease. At the Horasis             

Global Meeting in early May, he spoke about how we have doubled life             

expectancy over the past 100 years and said it is "incredibly exciting" to think of               

the next exciting innovation that will transform our lives. 

 

 

For more information 

 

● In general: heales.org, sens.org, longevityalliance.org and longecity.org 

● Source of the image : The Fountain of Youth, Lucas Cranach (detail) 

http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-18-3736_en.htm
http://www.euronews.com/2018/05/04/nobody-wins-with-brexit-says-eu-research-chief-carlos-moedas?utm_campaign=Echobox&utm_medium=Social&utm_source=Facebook#link_time=1525451644
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/commissioners/2014-2019/moedas/announcements/speech-horasis-global-meeting-2018_en
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/commissioners/2014-2019/moedas/announcements/speech-horasis-global-meeting-2018_en
http://heales.org/
http://sens.org/
http://longevityalliance.org/
http://longecity.org/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/dalbera/11306120605

